Although the traditional permute matrix coming along with Hopfield is able to describe many common problems, it seems to have limitation in solving more complicated problem with more constrains, like resource leveling which is actually a NP problem. This paper tries to find a better solution for it by using neural network. In order to give the neural network description of resource leveling problem, a new description method called Augmented permute matrix is proposed by expending the ability of the traditional one. An Embedded Hybrid Model combining Hopfield model and SA are put forward to improve the optimization in essence in which Hopfield servers as State Generator for the SA. The experiment results show that Augmented permute matrix is able to completely and appropriately describe the application. The energy function and hybrid model given in this study are also highly efficient in solving resource leveling problem.
Introduction
Hopfield has advantage in solving NP-hard problems [1] , such as TSP. The most common method for describing is permute matrix [2] , which has been used to solve many optimization problems. The resource leveling in network planning is of great economic significance, which tries to avoid the pros and cons of resource requests in a short period of time by adjusting the starting time of each job and proves to be a NP-hard problem. But when we apply the permute matrix to the resource leveling, it
shows the limitation and can not be able to give appropriate description of the problem taking into account the implications and conflicts between jobs. Therefore, we need a more capable method to describe the application before finding a Neural Network solution for it.
Augmented Permute Matrix
Augmented permute matrix (APM) is introduced in this study, which is based on the traditional permute matrix. The elements in the APM can only take "1" or "0" as well.
The difference and what makes it more powerful is that APM is allow to have arbitrary amount of "1". That is to say, it can have no "1", one "1" or many "1". The columns and the rows in APM are completely independent and parallel, Fig.1 shows some examples of APM. When the rule "only one '1' in each row and each column" is applied, it functions as the traditional one. The APM is more powerful in description, so it can be regard as an addition to the existing describing methods [3] .
To a resource leveling problem with m jobs and limit of n days, APM is m×n order. Each row represents one job; the value 1 stands for the activation of job in certain day; then number of 1 should equal to J x , the duration of the job; no. 0 is allowed to appear in any continuous 1s to make the non interrupt constraint. † Corresponding author.
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There is no special rule for columns in the resource leveling problem. They simply represent the amount of resource that is requested in certain days. Let each element in APM have a neuron counterpart, so m×n neurons are needed to describe the resource leveling problem in Hopfield.
Accordingly, a weight matrix with (m×n)^2 elements is needed.
Design for Energy Function
We adopt discrete Hopfield. The reason for using DHNN is because it can naturally satisfy the 0/1 constrain. This advantage allows most other constrains become restricted and independent by eliminating the internal relations against getting steady. The following designs for original object and constrains are based on penalty method. （1）Energy Term for Object Function Constrain
where M is nonnegative penalty parameter，Q x is the amount of resource that x th job requests，Q m is a constant representing the average resource request, v xi stands for the output of neuron at row x and column. Daily resource request can be calculated by multiplying neuron in the column by its correspondent resource request. If v xi =1, it means job x is active on ith day, Q x ×v xi equals to Q x representing the actual resource occupied; otherwise, Q x ×v xi ＝0. （2）Energy Term for Row Constrain As stated above, each row in APM represents one job with elements can only be 1 or 0.Where 1 stands for active state and 0 stands for non-active state of a certain job on certain day. Furthermore the number of 1 should be restricted to duration ,so the energy term can be defined as follows：
Where A is nonnegative penalty parameter. （3）Energy Term for Non-Interrupt Constrain To distinguish different continuous state of a sequence of Non-Interrupted 1 sequence (such as In the middle、Begin from 1 st day、End on the last day and Through the whole limit of time) and unexpected fake continuous state, "Virtual Column/Row "(VCR) is proposed. VCR is to adding new columns or rows to the original APM. The additive column or row is set all zeros and just to facilitate the design not representing any actual functional neuron or not connecting with other neurons. It also has no impact on the weight matrix. For the above feature, it takes the name of "Virtual". A column is appended to the APM which finally helps to achieve the construction of Non-Interrupt Constrain energy term. The energy term can be defined as follows： 
Where F is nonnegative penalty parameter. By means of the character of DHNN，Calculate the square sum of the result each neuron subtracting its close behind neighbor and take it as the penalty for the constrain. It is noted that when refer to the last neuron concept of "loop" is applied by using "mod" operator.
(4) Energy Term for Front Relation Constrain
In term of comparing the position of two jobs, determining they starting time is first and foremost, that is, to find out the position of the first 1 element in each row. To achieve this goal, new methods derived from binary coding are introduced which are named "forward coding" and "backward coding". 
It should be noted that Front Relation Constrain term will adding to the total energy in which decide whether accept Meropolis rule, but it will not impact on the network structure (no according weights and biases).
Combining all the terms given above, the complete energy function of resource leveling can be form as the following: The correspondent weights and biases can be given as follows：
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DHNN-SA Embedded Hybrid Model
Basic Theory
DHNN-SA is characterized by using the Hopfield to serve as the state generator for SA. The concept of Embedded Hybrid Model in this study is totally different from the reference [4] means. The basic theory is as follows: during the process of optimization, the neurons update their states under the force of weights and biases matrix in iteration, and provide a new state for the SA in the solution space; energy of the system is calculated; SA takes Metropolis rule to decide whether it accepts the new state or not, after that the temperature is adjusted according to some descending rules. If the stop criterion has been reached, then stop the network, otherwise, Hopfield goes on with iteration from the new state.
Therefore, from the view of space, DHNN and SA acts independently on one hand, and on the other, they join each other in some intersections. Property of joining but not complete including is the distinct character of the new hybrid model.
Even in the hybrid model, DHNN has somehow independent and follow its own iteration. Moreover the DHNN here is not restricted to go down in an ever-decreasing energy track. A fluctuant one will be accepted. Actually, if the energy descent constantly during the iteration, SA will not work for the condition that the energy is reduced all the time and the bad condition that energy increased will never occurs. That is, the bad state will not be reached with zero probability in term of Metropolis 
Algorithm Description
Next, program can be derived from the above describing energy function and runs to get the optimizing results. 
Experiments and Results Analysis
The following experiment based on the instance from reference [5] . The data are from practical construction project that has 9 jobs and the time is limited to 14 days. The key parameters that are used in the experiments include DHNN parameters and SA parameter. DHNN parameters are given as M=1，A=300，F=200，Z=200，J=200; SA parameters are given as：L=1000 T0=100, a=0.90. where L is the length of Makoval chain， that is the steps for inner loop; T0 is the initial temperature; a is the rate for controlling the descending speed of temperature. The decreasing process is controlled by linear function like T'=a×T. Table 1 shows the results of five experiments running from different initial state.
Since the tracks of energy with time elapsing are similar in the experiments, only the NO.1's is presented in Fig. 3 .
In order to shows the advantage of DHNN-SA in solving resource leveling, a comparison between DHNN-SA and PM2002（Microsoft Project 2002）and P3(Primavera Project Planner)are presented below also. Because PM2002 and P3 represent professional project management software, so the results seem to be more typical. Table 2 contains the best optimizing result from the three.
As can be seen from (L>1000), it should be able to find the higher quality solutions。 
Conclusion and Future Work
A new concept of Augmented permute matrix is proposed to describe the resource leveling problem.
Then an Embedded Hybrid Model combining Hopfield model and SA in which Hopfield servers as State Generator for the SA is put forward to map the whole application. The recent experiments indicate that the neural network solution is highly efficient.
Nevertheless, only the "single resource time limited" case of resource leveling is discussed in the current study. But the scheme and all the design technologies are useful and powerful in other application, and will pay attention to the multi-resource [6] and multi-goal problem in the resource leveling field in the future research.
